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Welcome to Spring… that blast of winter was quite an ordeal, hopefully none of your 
layouts suffered the wrath of broken pipes, and hopefully your homes were spared as 
well. And we thought that 2020 was a rough year!   
 
With spring comes the thoughts of renewal, where the plants are springing forth, 
flowers are starting to emerge and birds are chirping; it won’t be too long before the 
pollen starts to fly. Spring cleaning also typically accompanies this season. It may be 
a good time to eliminate some of the clutter and make a clean start at a new project.    
 
The COVID pandemic is still with us despite the administration of the vaccine shots 
for many of us. We will continue the hybrid meetings for a while, but with maybe a 
few more folks trickling into the Bayland Center. It is always good to see and greet 
other members. We will broadcast the meeting via Zoom again, so watch your email 
for the link. Our March show-and-tell meeting was well-attended as we learned about 
ongoing projects from several members. Tom will schedule another session for later 
in April. Watch for that invitation as well.   
 
Reminder that the LSR voting for a new president will end on March 31. We should 
all send out a great big THANK YOU to Chuck Lind for his years of service to the 
LSR. And another thank you to our own Pete Leach for acting as the nominations 
chairman.     
 
And one final reminder to register for the Tulsa Union LSR Convention October 6-10, 
2021.  
 
See you online or at Bayland on April 6. Stay Safe.   

 

Kelly 

 

     Thoughts From the President   By Kelly Russell 
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     Surface Detail Decals           By Steve Sandifer MMR 

3-D Printing of surface detail decals is revolutionizing scratchbuilding. Many modelers used to purchase 

Athearn cars, especially the snow blower since it had so many rivets; then they would cut the rivets off and 

glue them to their scratchbuilt car for rivet detail. I can’t think of anything I would rather not do.  

Archertransfers.com introduced the surface detail decals. They continue to expand the selection to areas 

beyond model railroading. Check out their website for full details. Are you scratchbuilding or heavily 

modifying a diesel to match a prototype? They have louver decals in various widths, treatplate, weld beads, 

EMD latches, and rivets in various configurations and sizes. Tank cars have either double row, single row, or 

welded joints – all provided with decals. Micromart has joined in with rivet sheets as well.  

A sheet of rivets is one large decal. Every rivet on the sheet has a common decal base. The rivets, or other 

details, are 3-D resin printed, not just a flat decal. I have just completed a bridge detail for my turntable. On 

the Micromart sheet I found two rows of rivets that were spaced apart perfectly for my bridge work. I cut a 

long strip, 2 rivets wide. Then if I needed 8 rivets, I cut of a section 2x4 rivets, etc. In the enclosed photo you 

will see four rows of tightly space rivets along the bottom of the bridge. Those were cut as one decal, not 

individual rivets. The largest one looks like 200 rivets, but it is one decal. They are applied just like any other 

decals and use the same setting solutions. However, a number of modelers I correspond with use Pledge with 

Future floor finish as both the base and a sealer for he rivets. Once the rivets are sealed and painted, they are 

firmly in place.  

My first attempt with these Archer rivets was on a scratchbuilt heavyweight passenger car. I made the 

mistake of cutting too close to the rivets. Applying a long decal cut too thinly will result in breaking the 

decal. Placing single rivets is no fun at all! Because these rivets are printed on decal paper, a wider margin 

will give the decal strength. The setting solution will make the decal base disappear. On my turntable bridge, 

I cut closely on either side of the two-rivet wide strip because the decal material between the rivets gave it 

sufficient strength. A time or two I did not like the looks and scraped them off and started that section over. 

Of course it will look different once painted black! 

If you are working on your AP for motive power or cars, these surface details will save a lot of time and give 
you bonus points. They look good! 

Micromart Decals 
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     Surface Detail Decals           By Steve Sandifer MMR 

 

More on Wheels - Since most model trains are essentially Direct Current and run on two rails, the wheel / 
axle assembly must be insulated at one end.  For the case where you are trying to pick up track power for 
something in the car, such as lighting or a FRED, you must make sure that the insulators of the axles are 
installed on the same side of the truck.  I assure that the insulated wheels are on the same side of the car when 
viewed upside down at each end.  This makes the live wheels of each truck pick up on opposite rails when the 
car is on the track.  If you don’t intend to pick up track power and the trucks are plastic or otherwise non-
conducting, then the orientation does not matter.  With power pickup or metal trucks, orientation matters, or 
else you will have a direct short as soon as the car is placed on the track. 

Wheels should be typical to the type and date of operation.  Early railroad wheels were cast iron and had ribs 
on the back to dissipate heat.  Trains had an operational speed limit of 30 mph.  As newer steels became 
available, wheels with a smooth back were common and the rib-backed wheels were no longer produced on 
new rolling stock.  The USRA banned rib-backed cast iron wheels on new and rebuilt rolling stock as of 
January 1st 1958.  They were banned from interchange service on January 1st, 1968, though they could still be 
used for maintenance service on home rails.  Wheels for rolling stock from the late 1800s to early 1920s 
would have rib-backed wheels.  After the late 20s, more new rolling stock would have the better wheels, 
though older cars would have retained their original wheels until rebuilt.  Next Month:  Trucks! 

      Mark’s Minute           By Mark Couvillion 

Turntable Bridge 

RPO-Bag 2086 2017 1st b 
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     Back to the Bench      By Pete Leach MMR  

Installing a New Sound Decoder in the No 7 Forney 

First, let me say, I really dislike electronics. I don’t like soldering. I don’t like stuffing wires into places they 

don’t want to go. And I don’t like trying to figure what size resistor or other component is needed for the job. 

My layout has few electronic elements. The Digitrax DCC system I have had for years and the Woodland 

Scenics Just Plug-It™ for lighting structures are a couple of examples. And I hate trying to trouble shoot them 

when something doesn’t work! I use hand thrown turnouts and have mechanical cranks to raise and lower the 

waterspout and ball signal. You get my point? 

So, it was with great trepidation that I decided to change the factory installed sound decoder in my Bachmann 

Forney with a Tsunami® TSU-750. The Bachmann model was purchased back in 2011 and is my first sound 

equipped loco. It has a great running mechanism, and ok sound. I added a new cab and pilot from Mount Blue 

Models to match the prototype I model. 

Figure 1 - WW&F No 7 waits at the MEC crossing in Wiscasset with a short train headed for the wharf. This was the first locomotive purchased for 
my On30 layout. It is a good looking and running model. 

 

But the factory installed decoder had a limited choice of sound effects, 

such as whistles and bells. It also lacked some of the braking and 

momentum effects I wanted for operations. My dissatisfaction with the 

factory decoder was greater than my distain of all things electrical.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - A Tsunami TSU-750 Decoder was purchased years ago for this project. 
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     Back to the Bench      By Pete Leach MMR  

To get to the stock decoder, the tank and cab were removed. The stock decoder was a 2-piece affair mounted 

onto posts molded onto the deck floor with screws. Two metal clips held the round speaker. Cutting the wires 

leading to the decoder was the point of no return, but necessary final step to free it from the model. (Why is 

that voice in my head saying: “What are you doing?!”) 

Figure 3 - With the Cab and Tank removed, the stock decoder could be cut out. The speaker would be reused. There was no turning back now! 

The rear truck had some coated wires that carried power from the wheels to the decoder. Trying to tin and 

solder these to the decoder was difficult. The insulating coating wouldn’t scrape or burn off. I ended up 

replacing it with some fine wire. I soldered the wires to the connectors that carry power from the truck 

frames. 

Figure 4 - The coated wire on the bottom of the photo carried power from the rear truck to the decoder. They were replaced with thin wires 
soldered to the brass mounts (top of photo). They get attached to the truck with screws and are fed up through the deck to the decoder. 
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     Back to the Bench      By Pete Leach MMR  

The speaker fit nicely into the molded mount on the deck, so it was reinstalled. Wiring from the motor, 

drivers, and front headlight are routed under the floor and pass through a hole near the speaker. All were 

double-checked because experience proves that the manufacturers don’t always conform to the standards for 

wire colors. (In this case, they did.) 

 Figure 5 - Wires from the motor, drivers, and headlight pass through a hole near the speaker. The black and    
 red wires hanging off the back are power from the rear truck.    

All the wires from the decoder were matched up to the locomotive, then soldered. Heat shrink tubing protects 

the joints from shorts. Not all function wires would be used. For instance, there is no back up light on this 

locomotive. At this point, it was time to test the decoder installation. I placed the model on my test track to 

see if everything worked. A red light came on that could be seen through the purple wrapping. Uh-Oh! This 

didn’t look good! 

I quickly downloaded the instructions and technical sheets from the SoundTraxx website. It turns out, the red 

light means it is actually working properly! I guess I should have read the directions before I started!  

 Figure 6 - A red light appeared through the purple covering when the installed decoder was powered up on the test track.  

 It turns out the light is a built-in indicator and shows it is working. I REALLY should read the directions FIRST! 
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     Back to the Bench      By Pete Leach MMR  

After some final testing and programing, it was time to add a CurrentKeeper™ from Soundtraxx. Sound 

decoders are very sensitive to interruptions in power caused by dirty track or dead frogs on turnouts. The 

CurrentKeeper™ consists of a bank of capacitors to help the decoder maintain power for a few seconds until 

power from the track is reestablished. These are also available from TCS (Keep Alive®) and Digitrax (Power 

Xtender).  

The newer Tsunami 2 has a plug for the CurrentKeeper™, but this older model did not. Fortunately, the 

Soundtraxx website had downloadable instructions that helped me hardwire it to the board. Remember, I hate 

soldering, so this was quite an accomplishment! 

The final step was to pack all the wires into the tank and reinstall it. The cab and coal load were reattached, 

and the model was complete. Some last-minute tweaking on the programing track was needed to adjust sound 

types and volume. Momentum, braking, and other effects were programed before putting the loco back into 

service on the layout. 

Figure 7 - All the electronics are squeezed into the small tank at the rear of the loco. The CurrentKeeper(TM) had to be placed at an angle to fit.      
I won’t win any awards for neatness for my wiring! 

With the project complete, I now have a good-looking locomotive with great sound. I still don’t like working 
with electronics. And I am not in any hurry to take on any new electronic projects! Now, I need to get Back to 
the Bench and build something from wood or styrene! 
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  Electrical Power for the Mystic Branch  By Gene Mangum 

 

As I was finishing the Mystic Branch, I knew that I needed to add some power poles as one of the finishing 

touches. That put me in a quandary…one of my best friends is an electrical engineer who specialized in 

power distribution. So, I knew that if I didn’t adorn the poles with the correct equipment in the right places, 

he would give me grief. Likewise, if they weren’t placed appropriately I would hear about it. So, to the 

Internet. Luckily, I was able to find what I needed. Now…on with the story. 

In the Mystic Branch world of the late 1970’s-early 1980’s (and in Kerrville my hometown for sure) the 

electrical power was provided by the Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA). In those days most LCRA 

electrical power was provided by hydroelectric generation. Power was brought into the area using the typical 

“lattice type” electrical transmission towers. Then, local power was transmitted using ordinary creosote 

treated pine power poles. So, that is what is modeled in Mystic, Val Verde and the Kerrville Yard.  

Mystic Circuits  

The two primary “circuits” in Mystic are the Main and Travis Circuits. Figure 1 shows the Main Circuit down 

Main Street and Figure 2 shows the Travis Circuit down Travis Street. The Travis circuit serves all customers 

down the South side of Travis Street: The Triangle Café, Adamek’s Saddle Shop, and Walker Transfer & 

Storage. It also serves customers along the West side of Milam Street: Kennedy’s Korner Flower Shop, 

Valley Produce Association, and Packard Farm & Ranch Supply. The Travis circuit also serves the residential 

area off of River Road and all of the downtown businesses. The Main Street circuit serves all the customers 

on the West side (where the railroad spur is) of Main Street and the East side of Milam Street including the 

Texaco Service Station, Tim’s Fences, The City of Mystic Water Works, Mystic Brewing Company, and The 

Mystic Freight Station. It also serves the Passenger Station and Valley Lumber Company. 

Figure 2 - Travis Street Circuit Figure 1 - Main Street Circuit 
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  Electrical Power for the Mystic Branch  By Gene Mangum 

 

Val Verde Circuits  

There are two modeled circuits in Val Verde: the “Station” Circuit and the “Industry Access” Circuit. Figure 

3 shows the Station Circuit and Figure 4 shows the Industry Access Circuit. The Station Circuit serves the Val 

Verde Station and Team Track as well as Valley Aggregates. The Industry Access Circuit serves Campbell 

Supply and the Val Verde Fuel Terminal.  

 

 

Kerrv i l l e  Y a rd  

The Kerrville Yard is served by one of the Kerrville 

Circuits. Only a single pole at the Engine Terminal is 

required. Figure 5 shows the pole and transformer. Notice 

that the power is routed through a white plastic pipe 

conduit, then underground to the breaker box on the shed 

wall. The single pole is only 30’ tall, typical for this type 

of service. The transformer is capable of providing 3-

phase, 220 volt service. 

 

 

Mo de l l in g  th e  Pow er  L in es  

Generally, the main circuit poles are 40’ poles; in some cases 35’ poles. The main high voltage power is 

carried on the top 9’ cross arms. There are occasions where two high voltage circuits cross. In that case a 

second 9’ cross arm a minimum of 5’ from the top cross arm is used for the crossing. The typical 

configuration for these cross arms in the late 1970’s/early 1980’s is a 1-2 configuration, with one phase of 

power and the common on one side of the pole and the other phase on the opposite side. Today the more 

common method is for the common wire to be attached to an insulator attached to the power pole itself with 

the two phases on opposite sides of the pole. Also, the insulators for these higher power lines were larger than 

for lower power feeder lines. 

 

Figure 4 - Val Verde Industry Access Circuit  Figure 3 - Val Verde Station Circuit  

Figure 5 - Kerrville Engine Terminal Electrical Service  
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  Electrical Power for the Mystic Branch  By Gene Mangum 

 

Actual service to most customers is provided with a 7’ or 5’ 

cross arm mounted at least 4’ below the 9’ high-voltage 

cross arm. Required transformers are located below the 

service cross arm but no lower than 16’ above the ground. 

Figure 6 shows a typical installation; this example serves 

Adamek’s Saddle Shop and Walker Transfer & Storage 

along Travis Street. In this case the power pole is a 40’ 

pole. The main 9’ high voltage cross arm is mounted to the 

top of the pole. Notice that the insulators on this cross arm 

are typical for the era 1-2 configuration and are much larger 

than the service line insulators. The 7’ service cross arm is 

mounted 6’ below the high voltage cross arm. In this case 

both phases and the common for each customer is mounted 

to one side of the cross arm.  Also, notice that there are two 

types of transformers mounted to a small 5’ cross arm 

mounted to the pole 4’ below the 7’ service cross arm. 

Adamek’s (on the left) is typical for services that require 

normal power; in this case 220 volt AC. The transformer 

for Walker Transfer & Storage is a higher capacity type 

that can support a larger power demand, even though it still 

provides 220 volt AC power. 

 

As mentioned earlier the Downtown area of Mystic is 

served from the Travis Circuit via a platform-mounted 

series of transformers located in the alley behind the 

downtown buildings. Figure 7 shows the configuration. The 

power for the platform comes from the Travis 

Circuit via a high voltage line and one intermediate 

35’ power pole on Water Street. All of the six 

transformers in the bank are the high capacity type 

and are mounted on brackets situated between two 

35’ poles. The main power comes in to the insulators 

on the top 9’ cross arms. It is then routed to the 

transformers using intermediate insulators on the 

two cross braces. Power to the customers is routed 

through the 7’ cross arms below the high power 

cross arms and above the transformers. With this 

configuration, all of the downtown customers 

receive electrical power. Similar techniques to these 

are used for all the power delivery on the Branch. 

 

Figure 6 - Typical Service Installation  

Figure 7 - Downtown Transformer Platform Configuration  
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  Electrical Power for the Mystic Branch  By Gene Mangum 

 

For the power poles I used products from both Walthers and Rix Products. The 40’ poles were from Rix and 

the 30’ and 35’ poles were from Walthers. All of the transformers were from Walthers. The power poles and 

cross arms are cast in brown plastic as well as the transformers. The cross arms are mounted to the poles with 

solvent-type plastic cement. Prior to mounting, the cross arm braces were painted a flat galvanized metal 

color using enamel paint. The unwanted insulators were removed with flush cutting pliers. The insulators 

were then painted a gloss white, again using enamel paint. The transformers were painted with a steel color, 

again with enamel paint. After assembly, the pole and cross arms were weathered with an acrylic driftwood 

wash. The Walthers poles come with a ½” “mounting” base that requires a small hole be drilled/punched into 

the foam substrate to mount the pole. The Rix poles require that a small hole be drilled into the bottom of the 

pole with a “piano” wire inserted for mounting. Figure 8 shows a typical installation. This pole serves the 

Valley Produce Association on Milam Street.  

By the way, I had written most of this article prior to the big power outage that the Houston Area suffered. 

How appropriate! 

Well, that’s it for this month; see you next month with a new topic.  

Figure 8 - Typical Installation  
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  Derail Archives September 2015             Submitted by Richard Louvet 

 Realistic Operations on Your Model Railroad 
Al Partlow 

 

As a former railroader, I have found prototypical operating on model railroads to be a most enjoyable 
addition to an already great hobby. By simply following prototype policies and procedures, a modeler 
can attain that special level of realism that makes model railroading even more fun and interesting. 

Over the next several months, we will explore numerous facets of operating your model railroad and 
increasing your enjoyment of the hobby to the fullest. 

While many of you are already operating on your own and other layouts, we will attempt to provide you 
with additional ideas that will help you better understand prototype operations and make operating 
sessions even more fun for you and your fellow operators. We will do this based on actual operating 
experiences on mine and other model railroads, with a goal of making us “railroad modelers” rather than 
just model railroaders. 

So, let’s get started with some basics of prototype railroad operations. First, the major objective of the 
prototype is to get work done in a safe, efficient, and profitable manner with no damage to shipments, 
equipment, or other property. While our model railroads do not have to be concerned with making a 
profit, we do need to operate them in a safe and efficient manner, avoiding incidents that disrupt 
operations on the railroad. This leads us to our second basic - “run slowly”. Most of us run our model 
trains too fast, which results in derailments and other operational issues. Most switching movements on 
the prototype are made at less than 5 mph, with coupling speeds at less than 1-2 mph. So, slow down 
both on the mainline and while switching. 

Third, move along with your train or cut of cars. 

This keeps you in position to observe turnout positions, blow the horn and ring the bell for crossings, 
and most importantly stop before you run into other equipment or other obstructions. Remember that the 
movement must be protected in the direction of travel, whether on the locomotive end or a crewman 
riding the rear most car in the direction of movement. 

That makes “blind shoves” a “no-no”, so someone should be on “the point” on every move. 

You should also allow time for crewmen to dismount equipment (while moving in the old days or after 
coming to a complete stop in more modern eras). The use of two-man crews where there are complex 
and/or numerous switching moves to be made is also a great idea. This also allows you to increase the 
number of operators for a session no matter how small the layout might be. Finally, when designing your 
layout, keep in mind that the prototype keeps track arrangements simple and straightforward. Complex 
trailing point and facing point track arrangements, which require multiple run-around movements are not 
prototypical. These movements require extensive amounts of time on the prototype and time means 
money which is not a good thing in the real world. So, keep it simple on your model railroad layout just 
like the prototype does. 

Next time we will explore some specific railroad operating practices and procedures and relate them to 

actual operating experiences on different model railroads. 

 

Editor’s Note: 

Al is up to installment 42 as of the March 2021 Derail. The series is worth rereading. Past Derails are 

available on the San Jac website. 

http://sanjacmodeltrains.org/archives.html
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     Celebration Corner                  By Divina Gato-Hogno 

NOTE: To share your 
celebrations with your San 
Jac family, please email 
d.gatohogno@gmail.com 
before the 14th of the month 
to be included in the next 
Derail edition. 

Happy April 

Birthdays! 

Duane Hill 

Tom Bailey Brian Jansky 

Tom Bailey at Rosenberg 

Train Museum 

Duane’s lecture on New England 

Cable News 

Brian and Emily Jansky on their 

vacation at Bergen, Norway 

mailto:d.gatohogno@gmail.com
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    San Jac March 2021 Minutes    By Richard Louvet 

Kelly Russell called the hybrid meeting to 

order at 7:04. There were no guests. 

 

Clinic 
 

Gene Mangum introduced JayC Williams for 

a clinic on “Rails in Beaumont”. JayC grew 

up in Beaumont and has an interest in 

modeling and learning the history of the 

area. The clinic was an excellent overview of 

railroading in the area over the years. 

 

Gene has clinicians through May. Volunteers 

are needed for June and later. 

 

Treasurer’s Report 
 

The February 26 bank balance was 

$18,248.70. There was a deposit of $150 

from 2021 GHTS table sales. Expenses 

included a $30 adjustment for depositing one 

check twice. 

 

Lone Star Region 
 

Division 8 is continuing hybrid clinics at the 

Bayland Center (or Show and Tell via Zoom 

if no clinic). Watch your email for 

information. 

 

Membership Committee 
 

Our Facebook page is at https://

www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-Model-

Railroad-Club-112449312120157/ 

Our Twitter is at https://twitter.com/

SJMRRC 

Our Groups.io is at SJMRRC@Groups.io 

Train Show 
 

Bob Barnett and Steve Sandifer measured 

the Pasadena facility for the 2022 Train 

Show. The data will be used for layout and 

crowd control. 

 

COVID restrictions are preventing final 

planning and advertising. It was decided to 

plan for clinics, etc. with the caution that the 

pandemic may force reduced activities. 

Watch the San Jac website. 

 

New Business 
 

There was much discussion on the future of 

hybrid meetings. The consensus was that the 

meetings will continue even after the 

pandemic. This raises questions about 

membership, visitors, 100% clubs, and so on. 

So far, the NMRA has not disseminated any 

policy. 

 

JayC Williams is planning for a student train 

show in May. In addition, he is organizing a 

one-day summer camp at the school. He 

would like to extend the camp to a week 

(with club help) next year. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:30. 

 

Respectively submitted, 
 

Dick Louvet 

Secretary/Treasurer 

https://www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-Model-Railroad-Club-112449312120157/
https://www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-Model-Railroad-Club-112449312120157/
https://www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-Model-Railroad-Club-112449312120157/
https://twitter.com/SJMRRC
https://twitter.com/SJMRRC
mailto:SJMRRC@Groups.io
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Officers 

Derail Staff 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Now In-Person and ONLINE  
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Visitors are always welcome! 

Conductor: Bob Sabol 

bsabol@stillmeadow.com 

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti 

tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com 

 

Brakemen:  

Mark Couvillion    

 (mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)  

David N. Currey  

 (texasandlouisiana@msn.com) 

Divina Gato-Hogno 

 (d.gatohogno@gmail.com) 

Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com) 

Pete Leach MMR (pleachtx55@gmail.com) 

Richard Louvet (secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org) 

Gene Mangum (vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org) 

Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com) 

Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com) 

 

 Video Corner 

 

Carl Brainerd’s Clear Lake 
Timber Company Model 
Railroad Construction 

 

Be sure to subscribe to Carl’s YouTube Channel 

The Derail — April 2021 

President:  Kelly Russell  

president@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Vice President: Gene Mangum  

vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet  

secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Director at Large:  Tom Bailey  

tfbailey@sbcglobal.net 

Past President: Robert (Bob) Barnett MMR 

rbarnett@ljaengineering.com  

Next Meeting 

TUESDAY, APRIL 6         

AT 7PM 

HYBRID MEETING:  ONLINE AND IN-PERSON 

 

“PASSENGER TRAINS TO THE 

SOUTHWEST—2.0”  

BY BOB BARNETT MMR 

 

 

 

MEMBERS: CHECK YOUR UPCOMING 

EMAILS FOR DETAILS AND THE LINK.  

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org  

Webmaster: Brian Jansky  

mailto:bsabol@stillmeadow.com
mailto:tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com
mailto:mark_couvillion@hotmail.com
mailto:texasandlouisiana@msn.com
mailto:d.gatohogno@gmail.com
mailto:brianj844@gmail.com
mailto:pleachtx55@gmail.com
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mailto:vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
mailto:alswitch@aol.com
mailto:mellowmiata@hotmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLxO3u94caI
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mailto:president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
mailto:vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
mailto:secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org
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mailto:rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLxO3u94caI

